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Abstract
The identification and discrimination of four epigenetic modifications to cytosine in the proposed
active demethylation cycle is demonstrated at the single-molecule level, without the need for
chemical pre-treatment or labeling. The wild-type protein nanopore α-hemolysin is used to capture
individual DNA duplexes containing a single cytosine-cytosine mismatch. The mismatch is held at the
latch constriction of α-hemolysin, which is used to monitor the kinetics of base flipping at the
mismatch site. Base flipping and the subsequent interactions between the DNA and the protein are
dramatically altered when one of the cytosine bases is replaced with methyl-, hydroxymethyl-,
formyl-, or carboxylcytosine. As well as providing a route to single-molecule analysis of important
epigenetic markers in DNA, our results provide important insights into how the introduction of
biologically-relevant, but poorly understood, modifications to cytosine effect the local
conformational dynamics of a DNA duplex in a confined environment.
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Introduction
Epigenetic modifications to the nucleobase cytosine control gene regulation in human cells
and have implications in the development of cancer and other diseases. 1-2 The most common
modification is the enzyme-catalyzed addition of a methyl group to the carbon-5 position of cytosine
to generate methylcytosine (mC).3 Methylation of cytosine usually occurs at “CpG sites” in which a
cytosine base is immediately proceeded by a guanine base when reading in the 5’ to 3’ direction.
Typically, 70 - 80% of CpG sites in mammalian cells are methylated,4-6 and mC accounts for 1% of all
DNA bases in the human genome.5-6
The process of removal of a methyl group from cytosine, i.e., demethylation, remains an
active and current field of research. Since the direct reversal of methylation is energetically
unfavorable, pathways to demethylation that involve oxidative intermediaries of mC have been
proposed.7 Recent research has led to the discovery of three other epigenetic modifications to
cytosine; hydroxymethyl- (hC),8 formyl- (fC),9-10 and carboxyl- (caC)10-11 that together comprise a
feasible pathway for the active reversal of cytosine methylation via sequential oxidation, base
excision, and subsequent repair (Figure 1).7, 12 Furthermore, hC, fC, and caC have all been found to
naturally occur in mammalian embryonic stem (ES) cells,13-14 indicating that these bases are stable
and may themselves have some role in gene regulation.
The ability to discriminate between C, mC and the oxidized derivatives of mC that comprise
the active demethylation cycle is of clear biological importance in the quest to understand how
genes regulate cell function and development. While cytosine and mC can be readily discriminated
with high precision using bisulfite sequencing,15 the development of suitable assays for
discriminating the products of mC oxidation remains a significant challenge. Variations of bisulfite
sequencing, in which the target of identification (hmC, fC, or caC) is first selectively modified through
chemical or enzymatic reaction have been presented,16-22 but in order to be completely reliable the
conversion reactions require an unfeasible 100% reaction yield. This is especially important given the
relatively low abundance of oxidative products of mC, where hmC, fC, and caC are found at levels of
just ~0.5%, ~0.002%, and 0.0003%, respectively, of all cytosine in mouse ES cells.23
Nanopore devices have received attention as an alternative approach to identifying
epigenetic markers in DNA sequences due to their potentially high sensitivity. Variants of the protein
nanopore Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A (MspA) have been used to identify all five cytosine
variants, with accuracies of up to 98%.24-26 There have also been recent demonstrations of the
detection of mC and hmC with the protein pore α-hemolysin (αHL),27-31 but detection of all five
epigenetic cytosine variants with this pore has not previously been demonstrated.
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In our recent work, we have demonstrated that the 2.6 nm latch constriction of αHL is able
to measure the kinetics of localized conformational changes at a mismatched base-pair in DNA,
which we have attributed to a single base flipping in and out of the helix at the mismatch site.32-33
Here, we show that the kinetics of base flipping of a cytosine-cytosine pair situated at the latch
constriction of αHL is significantly altered when one of the cytosine bases in the mismatch is
modified at the carbon-5 position. Measuring the base flipping kinetics with a molecule-by-molecule
approach, we are able to discriminate between duplexes containing a single mC, hmC, fC, or caC
base. Our method does not require labelling, and unambiguously identifies the modification without
recourse to complex statistical analysis. Our data also provides new fundamental insights into how
epigenetic modifications to cytosine alter the local conformational dynamics of DNA and the effect
of sequence context on such dynamics, for example, pointing towards the existence of the hydrated
form of formyl cytosine in aqueous conditions.
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Figure 1. The proposed pathway for methylation and demethylation of cytosine. Image adapated
from refs. 9 & 34. The protein DNA methlytrasferase (DNMT) methylates cytosine at the C5 position
to produce mC. Subsequent enzyme-catalysed oxidation by ten eleven translocation (TET) proteins
produces sequentially the bases hmC fC and caC. The bases fC and caC can be excised by thymine
DNA glycosylase (TDG) and replaced with cytosineby the base excision repair pathway (BER).
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Results & Discussion

Measuring the dynamics of a DNA mismatch site one molecule at a time
We used a model sequence, 23 bases in length from a section of the KRAS gene to
demonstrate base flipping analysis at the single molecule level. In addition to being wellcharacterized with our nanopore system, modifications to the KRAS gene have been implicated in
uncontrolled cell growth and formation of human carcinomas.35 A homogeneous single-stranded tail,
24 thymine bases in length, was added to the sequence to ease threading of the duplex into the αHL
protein pore.36 Hybridization of the probe sequence, which is fully complementary except at the 9th
base as counted from the 3’ terminus, generates a single cytosine-cytosine mispair that is specifically
placed to align with the latch constriction of αHL when the DNA is captured by the pore, as shown in
Figure 2A.
Upon capture of the DNA duplex, attenuation of the measured current is observed due to an
immediate decrease in the ion flux through the pore. Proximity of the C:C mismatch to the latch
constriction when the DNA resides inside the pore leads to distinct modulation of current between
two states (Figure 2B). The two states that comprise the modulating signature are separated by
approximately 1.6 pA in amplitude and have a modulation periodicity on the order of 10 ms. We
have previously obtained evidence that the observed modulation between two distinct states is a
result of one of the cytosine bases in the unstable mismatch flipping in and out of the DNA helix.32-33
The less-blocking state (approx. -10 pA) is assigned to the intrahelical conformation because the
same current amplitude (and an absence of current modulation) is observed when the mismatch at
the latch constriction is replaced by a stable complementary (C:G) basepair.33
DNA with a double-stranded component is unable to pass the 1.4 nm central constriction
within the pore36-37 (Figure 2A), and under an applied bias will remain within the protein vestibule
before unzipping into its constituent components.38-39 How long the DNA remains within the pore
prior to unzipping, i.e., the characteristic ‘residence lifetime’, is dependent primarily on the applied
bias and the DNA composition.39 Residence lifetimes range from a few milliseconds for shorter
duplexes to tens of seconds for longer duplexes. Lower voltages increase the residence time and
higher voltages decrease the residence time.
At an applied voltage of 100 mV, the majority (>80%) of the 23 base-paired duplexes utilized
in the experiments reported here can be held within the pore for 20 seconds or longer, with the
base flipping in and out of the helix around 200 times in this period. Under such conditions, it is
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possible to capture the duplexes containing a C:C mismatch one at a time, hold them within the pore
for 20 seconds, and then release by reversing the bias and driving the DNA back out into bulk
solution (Figure 2B). Each duplex captured is thus analyzed individually to determine the base
flipping kinetics at the C:C mismatch site at the single molecule level.
We found that the lifetimes of the two modulating states from a single duplex are well
described by first-order rate kinetics, and the distribution of state lifetimes can be used to extract
characteristic lifetime constants τ1 and τ2, (Figure 3A), which represent the intrahelical (less blocking,
I1) and extrahelical (more blocking, I2) conformations at the mismatch site. Representative intra and
extrahelical lifetime constants were found to vary from duplex to duplex of the same composition.
The analysis of approximately 40 individual duplexes demonstrates a Gaussian-like distribution
(Figure 3B), from which average lifetime constants for a population of duplexes of the same
composition, measured with the same protein, can be calculated (τ1 (mean) and τ2 (mean)). This Gaussianlike distribution indicates the stochastic variation in base flipping kinetics for different DNA duplexes
captured with a single protein channel. Repeating the same experiment with DNA of the same
composition and under the same conditions, but with a different protein channel, returns (within
error) the same values for τ1 (mean) and τ2 (mean), as shown in Figure 3C and Figure S3. The mean values
from three unique protein channels (i.e., three unique experiments) were found to be 13.8, 13.1,
and 14.1 ms for τ1 (mean), and 41.6, 43.0, and 42.2 ms for τ2 (mean).
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Figure 2. Trapping of DNA and analysis of base flipping at a C:C mismatch site within a DNA duplex.
(A) The DNA duplex is driven into the αHL nanopore under an applied potential where it is held for
up to 20 s and then ejected by reversing the applied bias. While resident within the pore, the C:C
mismatch site is aligned with the latch constriction of αHL. (B) Modulating current signatures are
observed while DNA resides within the nanopore, where I1 corresponds to a confirmation where all
bases are intrahelical and I2 corresponds to a conformation where one of the cytosine bases at the
mismatch site is extrahelical. Intra- and extrahelical lifetimes are given by t1 and t2, respectively.
Uninterrupted current-time traces demonstrating sequential capture and release of multiple DNA
duplexes are shown in Figures S1 and S2.
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Figure 3. Reproducible analysis of base flipping at the αHL latch in individual DNA duplexes. (A)
Representative lifetime histograms for states I1 (intrahelical) and I2 (extrahelical), for a single
molecule of DNA, from which lifetime constants can be extracted. (B) Distribution of lifetime
constants for states I1 and I2 across a sample of 35 individual duplexes, measured with a single
protein channel. (C) Scatter plot of intra- and extrahelical lifetime constants τ1 and τ2 for individual
DNA duplexes measured across three independent αHL channels (black squares, red circles, blue
triangles). Distribution of lifetime constants for proteins 2 and 3 are presented in Figure S3.
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Modifications to cytosine alter the base flipping kinetics
We synthesized DNA identical to that shown in Figure 2A, with the exception of a mC, hmC,
fC, or caC base replacing one of the cytosines in the duplex at the 9th position in the sequence as
counted from the 3’ terminal of the shorter (23 base) strand. Initially, we replaced the cytosine in
the shorter probe strand, to generate a C:X mismatch (where X is either mC, hmC, fC, or caC) in
proximity to the latch constriction of αHL upon capture by DNA.
Replacing the cytosine base on the probe strand in the mismatch pair results in significant
changes to the observed current modulation when DNA resides inside αHL (Figure 4). Most striking is
the clear change to the intrahelical and extrahelical lifetimes (states I1 and I2, respectively). There are
also clear changes to the relative current noise associated with each of the states, and in the case of
mC, modulation to a previously unseen, less blocking third state (I3).
For the C:mC duplex, state I1 becomes significantly longer relative to the C:C duplex, and it is
characterized by a higher noise level, particularly in the intrahelical state. This is consistent with our
proposed model of base flipping, because two recent reports have suggested that the incorporation
of mC into a base-pair stabilizes the intrahelical state relative to the extrahelical state.40-41 The
C:hmC, C:fC, and C:caC base pairs all present modulating current signatures between two states, but
the lifetimes of each state are dramatically altered relative to the C:C duplex. For C:hmC, the
extrahelical lifetime significantly decreases relative to C:C, while for C:caC, the intrahelical lifetime
increases, but not to the same extent of C:mC. Of particular curiosity is the C:fC duplex, which
exhibits two distinct event types. In type I events, the extrahelical lifetimes are extremely short
relative to duplexes with the C:C base pair, and in type II events, the extrahelical lifetimes are
extremely long relative to duplexes with the C:C base pair. The ratio of type I to type II events is
approximately 5:1, and leads to the intriguing implication that duplexes containing the fC base, or
the fC base itself, may exist in two uniquely identifiable forms. We discuss this topic in detail later.
In most cases, visual inspection of the current-time trace is sufficient to observe which
epigenetic modification to cytosine is present at the mismatch site within the duplex. While duplexes
containing different epigenetic modifications are difficult to differentiate from just one parameter,
for example, C:C, C:caC, and C:mC containing duplexes all have similar extrahelical (τ2) lifetimes, the
use of both the intra- and extrahelical lifetime parameters together permits ready identification of
all epigenetic modifications to cytosine. The base flipping kinetics of each modification are
sufficiently different to allow unambiguous identification of C:C, C:mC, C:hmC, or c:fC at the single
molecule level (Figure 5). Plotted as 2 versus  1, the data are resolved into clusters that in most
cases do not overlap and are readily distinguished. While some overlap is seen for C:mC and C:caC,
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the former can be readily differentiated from the latter based on its unique three-state modulation
signature and distinctly higher noise in state I1 relative to I2 (Figure 4).
The distinct kinetics for the different modifications can be readily used to determine the
identity of an individually captured duplex from a mixed sample, and thus used to determine the
ratio of duplex concentrations (Figure S10). The method we present here can thus be used to
determine the percentage of a particular cytosine variant (mC, hmC, fC or caC) at a specific site
within a known DNA sequence. In one envisaged application, fragmented genomic DNA from cells
would be captured by a probe DNA strand that would generate a CC mismatch at a known
methylation site. The ratio of event types could then be used to determine the percentage of the
cytosine that has been modified with the mC, hmC, fC or CaC variants.

Figure 4. Substituting the cytosine base at the mismatch site in the shorter (23-mer) strand for
methylcytosine (mC) or one of is oxidative derivatives changes the base flipping kinetics. (A)
Representative current time traces from a 6 second window of a single DNA capture event
demonstrating measurement of base flipping at a C:X mismatch site where X is mC, hmC, fC or caC.
Note that two event types (I and II) are observed for fC, with type I comprising 80% of events. This
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topic is addressed later in the text. Uninterrupted current-time traces demonstrating sequential
capture and release of multiple DNA duplexes for each modification are shown in Figures S4 – S7.

Figure 5. Identification of all epigenetic modifications to cytosine in the proposed methylation/active
demethylation cycle. Scatter plot of intrahelical (τ1) vs. extrahelical (τ2) lifetime constants for
duplexes C:C (black squares), C:mC (red circles), c:hmC (blue diamonds), c:fC (purple triangles), and
C:caC (green pentagons). Each data point represents a base flipping measurement for a single DNA
molecule. Distribution of intra and extrahelical lifetime constants for duplexes containing each
modification are presented in Figures S8 and S9.

Base flipping kinetics are dependent on the flanking bases for mC and hmC containing duplexes
Base flipping kinetics, and indeed the stability of a mismatch site, have been shown
previously in some cases to be dependent on the identity of the flanking base pairs.42-43 As a simple
extension of our work to check for sequence context effects, we synthesized a new series of
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duplexes in which the modified cytosine base at the mismatch site is now placed on the longer
target strand rather than the probe strand. When incorporated into the probe strand, the modified
base at the C:X mismatch is flanked by a 5’G and a 3’T, and in the target strand, the modified base at
the X:C mismatch is flanked by a 5’ A and a 3’C. The position of the mismatch site relative to the
latch constriction of αHL remains unchanged, while the pore itself is seven-fold symmetric.37
A series of experiments with duplexes containing the modified cytosine flanked by 5’A and
3’C revealed changes to the base flipping kinetics of a population relative to the duplexes containing
the modified cytosine flanked by 5’G and 3’T for the cases of mC, hmC, and fC (Figure 6). While a
determination of the bases that flank the modified cystoine cannot be made at the single molecule
level, our preliminary experiments do reveal a statistically significant sequence context effect. For
example, the C:mC mismatch has average state lifetime constants τ1 (mean), and τ2 (mean) of 46.5 and
41.3 ms, respectively, while the mC:C mismatch has τ1 (mean), and τ2 (mean) values of 59.1 and 43.8 ms.
Changing the context of the mC base from A(mC)C to G(mC)T results in a 27% increase in τ1 (mean).
Changes to the time constant of the third state, τ3 (mean), are also observed, with a significant
decrease when mC is placed in the A(mC)c context (Figure S18). The increase in τ1 (mean), indicates that
an A and C either side of the methylcytosine base work to stabilize the intrahelical state relative to
flanking T and G pairs.
When the bases that flank hmC are changed from 5’A and 3’C to 5’G and 3’T τ1 (mean) remains
the same, but τ2 (mean) increases by 49% from 13.8 to 20.6 ms, indicating a stabilization of the
extrahelical state. The hydroxyl group of hmC will readily form hydrogen bonds, and is known to
interact with neighbouring base-pairs.44 It is plausible that these interactions will play some role in
determining the stability of the extrahelical conformation at the mismatch site, and by changing the
flanking bases it will be possible to change the strength and or nature of these interactions.
It is noteworthy that in the cases of both mC and hmC containing duplexes, chaning the
sequence context alters just one of the time constants, i.e., only τ1 (mean) for mC and only τ2 (mean) for
hmC. In addition, the time constant that is altered is the same as the dominant change observed
when changing from a C:C to a C:mC containing duplex or from a C:C to a C:hmC containing duplex.
For the fC-containing duplexes, changes to the base flipping kinetics when the sequence
context changes are dependent on the event type. No changes are observed to the kinetics of the
type I event, which retains dominance at approximately 80% of capture events. However, the
average extrahelical lifetime (τ2 (mean)) of type II events decreases from 89.4 to 18.5 ms, an 80%
decrease. In this sequence context, the fc:C and hmC:C duplexes have similar base-flipping kinetics
and cannot be discriminated from these parameters alone at the single molecule level. It is plausible
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that similar overlap in the base flipping kinetics of different cytosine variant containing duplexes may
be observed for other sequence contexts. In the case of caC containing duplexes, no change to the
average state lifetimes (τ1 (mean) and τ2 (mean)) are observed.

Figure 6. Base flipping kinetics at a mismatch site within the αHL latch are sequence dependent.
When the flanking basespairs of the cytosine modifications mC (red cicles), hmC (blue diamonds)
and fC (purple triangles) are changed from 5’A and 3’C (hollow symbols, data from Fig. 5) to 5’G and
3’T (solid symbols), the population centres of the lifetime constants τ1 and τ2 are shifted. Changes to
the lifetime constant when chanigmn the sequence context of fC are observed only for the minor
event type. No changes are observed for caC. Three independent measurements, i.e., with 3
different protein channels (hollow, solid, and hatched squares) for the C:C duplex highlight the
negligible variation in population centres expected from experiment to experiment with DNA of the
same composition. Representative current time traces and distributions of intra- and extrahelical
lifetime constants for duplexes containing each modification are presented in Figures S12 – S17.
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The formylcytosine base can exist as a hydrate in aqueous solution
Two unique event types are observed for the formyl-cytosine containing duplex (Figures 4
and 5). A count of the number of events of each type indicates a ratio of approximately 5:1, where
type I events are more prevalent, regardless of whether the fC is in the shorter (C:fC) or longer (fC:C)
strand. The two distinct event types observed for the fC-containing duplex leads to the intriguing
possibility that formylcytosine, within the context of our DNA duplex, exists in two unique structural
forms (Figure 7), with each form having different base flipping kinetics when confined at the latch
constriction of αHL.

Figure 7. Formlycytosine undergoes nucleophilic addition of water in aqueous solution to
form a stable aldehyde hydrate.
We speculate that the two event types observed for fC-containing duplexes are a result of
hydration of the formyl group in aqueous solution. Aldehydes undergo nucleophilic addition in water
to form hydrates, with both the hydrate and formyl structures existing in an equilibrium defined by
the relative stabilities of the two structures.45 The existence of formylcytosine base in hydrate form
was previously measured at very low quantities (0.5%) by Carell and co-workers via mass
spectrometry.9 Our results, with the advantage that measurements are made directly in DNA’s
native aqueous environment, suggest that the hydrate is potentially more abundant. Our hypothesis
is supported by data for hydrate equilibrium constants for similar pyridinium aldehydes that are also
electron deficient, and have previously been shown to exist in the hydrate form in significant
quantities. For these types of aldehydes, the hydrate is present at levels of 1 – 20 %. (KHYD=
[hydrate]/[aldehyde] = 0.2 – 0.01).45-46 Based on these prior reports, the existence of formylcytosine
in the hydrate form for the DNA strands studied here is highly plausible, and we speculate that the
hydrate form represents the minor (type II) events observed in our experiments.
Once an fC-containing duplex is captured by the αHL nanopore, no hydration or dehydration
reactions are observed within the 20 s time period that the DNA is held inside the pore. Hydration
and dehydration is expected to be rapid in bulk solution, catalysed by nucleophilic OH- ions in basic
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solutions. During a DNA capture event, the negatively-charged DNA backbone results in electrostatic
exclusion of anions (including OH-) from entering the pore.38 In such circumstances, conversion
between the two forms is expected to be extremely slow or impossible. The αHL nanopore is
therefore capable of taking a ‘snapshot’ of the aldehyde/aldehyde hydrate equilibrium in the bulk
through determination of the ratio of event types, and our results suggest an equilibrium constant of
hydration for fC in our DNA of KHYD = 0.2.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated that cytosine, methylcytosine, hydroxymethlycytosine, formylcytosine, and
carboxylcytosine can all be discriminated at the single molecule level based on their unique base
flipping kinetics when paired opposite a cytosine base in a mismatch at the latch constriction of αHL.
Discrimination is achieved without modification to the duplex and/or labelling of the DNA bases. The
present findings also provide experimental evidence that formylcytosine can exist as either an
aldehyde or hydrate in solution, with an equilibrium constant of hydration of 0.2. We anticipate that
our methodology will be of use to researchers investigating the emerging role of cytosine derivatives
in gene regulation and active demethylation.

Methods
DNA synthesis and purification, nanopore fabrication and data analysis were performed as
previously reported.33 Ion channel recordings were performed using a 10 mM phosphate, 0.25 M KCl
(pH 7.5) buffer at 25 °C. A 100 mV (trans vs. cis) voltage was applied across the αHL channel in all
experiments. Complete experimental details are given in the Supporting Information.
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